
2013 San Joaquin Valley  Special Awards 

Spirit of Discovery & Imagination Award 

Challenge A (EL) - Imaginers 105-89350, Woods Elementary, Clovis 

This Team had Great Spirit, shown through artistry (gymnastics, prop design, & costumes). They 

supported each other verbally with positive reinforcement when cars weren't going where they were 

they should. They communicated very well together and worked as a unit, excellent teamwork. Their 

sportsmanship shined. 

Project Outreach (ML) - Ramtastic Boys 105-09202, Riverview Elementary, Fresno 

This team mentored a younger team to introduce the world of DI to them. They went to great efforts to 

recruit to Fresno Unified. They identified a school that did not have a DI team; they taught them what DI 

was, helped them find a coach, instructed them on DI techniques and even coached them by running 

drills and challenges. That generated excitement in this school and gave these kids a new skill. They 

made a point to support them and be in the front row at the competition today. They were enthusiastic 

to a point that was contagious. They talked about how they bonded. The teacher from the other 

elementary school came to us to let us know what this team means to them. They exhibited 

extraordinary leadership qualities in recruiting the next generation of DI. 

We are nominating a group from Project Outreach even though were from a different challenge due to 

the fact that this team went beyond the expected solutions. To this group it has become more than just 

a project. They decided to support and fully fund a first time ESL participant. Their commitment and 

dedication exceeded the realms of the project. They demonstrated this by coming to watch and support 

the Mysteries Gators performance. They cheered and took pictures as well as helped clean up. When 

the Mysterious Gators performance ended there was nothing but pure joy and pride for the team. At 

the beginning of the Mysterious Gators performance the team took time to thank the Ramtastic Boys. 

That just shows what an impact they made to these kids. After leaving the performance they continued 

to show support and compassion which was resulted in the teams desire to return next year. We feel 

that this experience exemplified the "Spirit of DI" and was life changing for both teams and us. 

The Renaissance Award 

Challenge B (EL) - The iPhone Sevens 105-02998, Valley Oak Elementary School, Fresno 

The team used a complex multipage 5 foot high book with multiple pages suspended from a hinged PVC 

frame to propel a well narrated story. Each page had full age original art work to support the unique and 

complicated storyline that took us from caveman times through modern business tycoons! 

  



DaVinci award 

Challenge B (EL) - Nelson's 7 Wonders 105-42323, Nelson Elementary, Fresno 

This group had multiple kinetic art exhibits that showed a lot of talent and creativity. They had a display 

in the back on a rectangle stand made of PVC pipe on which they had strung multiple horizontal strings. 

They had attached pieces of aluminum foil dipped n melted crayon with marshmallows dipped in 

crayons as separators. This additional crayon weight helped the art move. They had a real tree made of 

branches with multiple arts hanging on it. They made a giant windmill out of sticks as well. They made 

multiple instruments out of cardboard and other materials. The movement they made playing the 

instruments is what set the whole kinetic art into motion. 

Challenge D (ML) - Imaginators 105-72294, Fort Washington Elementary, Fresno 

They integrated the T-shirt in every aspect of their skit and showed excellent creativity using the T-shirt 

as pros. This group used the T-shirt in highly unique ways such as: a computer, newspaper, body spry, 

and apron. Very Impressive! 

 


